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will be forwarded in the near future.
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Enclosure.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 4.8.1.1.1.b - 6.9 kV
SHUTDOWN BOARDS

TVA believes that the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General
Design Criteria 17 are satisfied by ensuring the first alternate supply
to the 6.9 kV shutdown boards via the common station service transformers
C or D is available. Therefore, the technical specifications should not
require testing of the automatic manual transfer of the 6.9 kV shutdown
boards to their second alternate supply. FSAR section 8.2.1 will be
modified to clarify this position.



Diesel Generator Batteries

The diesel generator battery charger, normally maintains the battery on)
float charge and energizes the "loss of power" or "blown fuse" alarm
relays in the diesel generator control panel. This load is approximately
2 amps as noted on the attached preoperational test data. The normal
load when the diesel generator is running is approximately 10 amps. TVA
believes that the weekly check on battery float charge and distribution
panel status coupled with the quarterly check on battery parameters
(surveillance requirements 4.8.1.1.3.a and 4.8.1.1.3.b) and periodic
diesel generator tests (surveillance requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a) give
adequate assurance that the diesel generator battery charger is
performing its safety function. An 18 month load test will provide no
additional assurance and, therefore, would be an unnecessary testing
burden on the plant maintenance staff.

Balt.E~y Service Test

The addition of a separate 18 month battery service test surveillance
requirement is not warranted. The objectives of this -test are
accomplished every 18 months by performance of the blackout and
blackout/safety injection tests required by surveillance requirements
4.8.1.1.2.f.4 and 4.8.1.1.2.f.6. The loss of power to the battery
c hargers that occurs during black-out testing causes -the DG batteries to
deliver appropriate power, for control, normal load running current and
field flashing current as per section 5.6 (2 and 3) of IEEE standard
450-1975. The inclusion of a separate service test requirement would
create the need for a separate surveillance instruction and concomitant
record retention arid review requirements (technical specification
6.10.1). Adding a duplicate surveillance requirement for a test already
being performed does not meet good human factor principles. TVA would
consider the addition of a diesel generator battery service test
requirement as an unnecessary burden on the plant staff that provides no
corresponding increase in plant safety.

Battery Cpacity Test

The diesel starting load on the battery consists of a 0.25 second load
peaking at 26 amps to open the air solenoid, a 1.5 second load peaking at
34.5 amps to flash the generator field, and the 10 amp running load. The
total amp.--hour load on the battery until the generator is tied onto the
shutdown board is 0.035 amp--hour. The battery capacity far exceeds this
requirement because the battery capacity is measured in amp.-hours not a
fraction of an amp-hour. Again, TVA believes that the weekly check and
quarterly checks on the battery Coupled with the diesel generator
starting tests are sufficient to establish that sufficient battery
capacity exists. TVA believes the addition of a 60 month diesel
generator capacity test requirement as an unnecessary burden on the plant
maintenance staff.
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Diesel Generator/6.9kV Shutdown Board Blackout_ Safety In ection Sequence

Reference: Memorandum from W. T. Cottle to J. W. Hufham dated March 22,
1985 (TOO0 850322 834)

The referenced memorandum provided information addressing recent AIRC
questions concerning items which TVA had previously submitted to anid
received approval from NRC and which are presently incorporated into the
certification copy of the draft technical specifications. one of these
items concerns the diesel generator load sequence timers following
blackout conditions. The IVRC staff has subsequently asked for additional
information concerning our compliance with position C.4 of Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.9 Rev 2.

As identified in FSAR section 8.1.5.3, Watts Bar has committed to comply
with position C.4 of RG 1.9 Rev 2. Attached is data taken from
preoperational tests TVA 13B and 13C which demonstrates our compliance
with position 0.4.

Attachment 1 provides test data from 6.9kv shutdown boards 1A-eA and
18.-B. Shutdown boards 2tA-A and 2B-B are only lightly loaded for unit one
operation and thus data from those boards is not pertinent. The table
provides voltage swings, frequency swings, and the time taken to recover
to nominal settings (as defined in the RG) for each load.

A~ttachment 2 provides allowable timer bands as identified in the proposed
FSAR Table 8.3-3 provided in the referenced memorandum. These allowable
values are those used in the plant Surveillance instruction to set and
verify proper operation of the load sequence timers. The third column
provides the timer band expanded by the accuracy of the timers (5% of
setting for times below 200 sec). The next column provides the most
conservative interval between tying on loads by use of the timer bands
adjusted for timer accuracy (column 3). The last column is calculated by
taking 60% of the conservative interval. This is the timeframe allowed
by RG 1.9 position C.4 for the diesel generator to recover to nominal
settings after each load is tied in.

As shown by inspection of Attachments I and 2 for both diesel generators,
the only loads that dlid not return to nominal values within 60% of the
most conservative time interval was the initial load associated with the
closing of the diesel generator feeder breaker to the shutdown boards
(i.e., the loads that do not shed from the board). However, as allowed
by *the RG, a greater percentage of the time interval can be used if
justified. The following is that justification:

The only variance from -the 60% of interval guidance is on the frequency
for the initial tying onto the shutdown board. Diesel generator 1A-A
used 66% of the interval and diesel generator lB--B used 79% of the
interval to reach the 58.8 minimum frequency level. This is acceptable



since the diesel generator actually ties to the board (i.e., feeder
breaker closes) at 56.7 11z. This is to ensure the diesel generator is
not idling when the initial load is tied on. 'Thus, since the frequency
starts below the minimum steady state value of 50.8, it is expected (and
acceptable) that a larger percentage of the interval be used (this is
documented in test deficiency PT-484). It should be noted that for all
the sequenced loads, the frequency never even goes outside steady state
values.

Also provided on Attachment 1 is data from preoperational test TVA-13C
which simulated a step load increase of 1750 hp which is greater than any
two sequenced loads combined. As shown, the diesel generator responded
acceptably. 'This essentially demonstrates the capability of the diesel
generator to withstand the overlapping of sequence timers.

As shown in the test data from preoperational test TVA 13B, Watts Bar is
in compliance with position C.4 of RG 1.9 Rev 2.

0199K



ATTA~CHMENT 1

TVA 13B - 69kV SI) Bd iIA--A

S e:,q Lcj~i plelfth

Misc
CCP
SIP
RI-R
ERC W
CICS
Fire Pmp
A I~W P
CS Pmp

600
400
400
800
350
200
600
700

Yol t.ýjg Ran3.

5. Sl2kV-6. 86kV
6,861kV-6. 3kv
6. 468kV-.6.86kV
6, 35kV-6 .97k<V
6. l~kV-7.O3kV
6. 3kV.-7 .0kv
6. 69kV-.6.86kv
6. 18k V--6 .97kV
6.18kV-6 .97kV

Time to Retur'n Voltage
w/i 10% of 6.9kv

0.5 sec (I phase)
0
0
0

0.1 sec (2 phases)
0
0

0.1 sec (1 phase)
0.1 sec (1 phase)

iz Ran e

56-61.1
59.3-60.0
59.3-60.2
59.3-60.2
59.0-60.0
59 .2-60.0
59. 4-59 .9
59. 3-159 . 7
50.8-60.4

Time Required to
Return to w/i 2% of 60 FHz

1.25 sec
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

'TVA 13B - 6.9kVSD Bd _18-B

5. 625kV-6 .97kV
6.46kV--6.97]\J
6. 63kV-7,03 kV
6. 69kV.-6. 97k<v
6.24kV--7. 19kv
6. 74kV-6. 97kV
6. 74kv-.6. 97kV
6.29kV--7. 14kv
6. 411V-.6.97kv

0.5 sec (I phase)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

56.3-60.2
60.4---60.2
60-60. 4
59,95-60.3
59.9--.60.25
60.1-60.19
60.1-60.2
59 .9-60. 4
59 .6-60.25.

TVA 13C - 1750HP Sinqle Step Load Increase

5. l7kV-7. 38kV
5,O4kV-7.3Bk\J

Misc
CCP
SIP
R 1- R
E'RCW
(CeS
Fire Pmp
AIFWP
CS Pmp

600
400
400
800
350
200
600
700

18-8B
lCA.-A

1 . 5 sec
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

01.96K<

0. 8 sec
1 sec

58-60
56-60

2.0 sec
4.0 sec



ATTACHMENT 2

Allowable Timer

--Band - Sepc-. 7)

2.00 to 2.38

4.80 to 5.70

8.45 to 10.45

13.75 to 15.20

18.95 to 19.50

24.20 to 24.70

29.50 to 30.40

108.08 to 132.0

Timer Band Including

Ma9rqin for Accuracy (S cc)

1.90 to 2.50

4.56 to 5.98

8.03 to 10.97

13.06 to 15.96

18.00 to 20.47

22.99 to 25.93

28.02 to 31.92

102.68 to 138.60

Most Conservative
I nt er v al (SecX

1 .90

2.06

2.,05

2.09

2.04

2 .52

2 .09

70.76

60% of
In tervaj~jSecj

1.14

1 .24

1 .23

1 .25

1 .22

1.51

1 .26

42.45

*5% accuracy on timers below 200 sec.

0193K

Sc quen cc

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8



Vital Batteries

ChargerTestinq

Position C.l.b of Regulatory Guide 1.32, Revision 2, recommends that the
"capacity of the battery charger supply should be based on the largest
combined demands of the various steady-state loads and the charging
capacity to restore the battery from the design minimumn charge state to
the fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the plant during
which these demands occur." TVA has designed the battery charger to meet
this recommendation. The Watts Bar charge is designed to deliver 200
amperes. This capacity is more than -the design loads on the battery
board,(132 amperes) and the recharging current.

However, 'TVA has proposed that the technical specification surveillance
requirement on the battery charger (SR 4.8.2.1.c.4) be written to require
an 8 hour test at 150 amperes. 'TVA believes that the proposed test
requirement of 150 amperes is consistent with the design of the system.
The test verifies that the charger can supply the installed loads on the
battery board (with 15 percent margin). This is the immediate
safety-related concern and is consistent with ALfA8-531. As stated:

From the foregoing it seems quite apparent that there is
neither a statutory nor a regulatory requirement that every
operational detail set forth in an applicant's safety analysis
report (or equivalent) be subject to a technical specification,
to be included in the license as an absolute condition of
operation which is legally binding upon the licensee unless
and until changed with specific commission approval. Rather,
as best we can discern it, the contemplation of both the act
and the regulations is that technical specifications are to be
reserved for those matters as to which the imposition of
rigid conditions or limitations upon reactor operation is
deemed necessary to obviate the possibility of an event giving
rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety.

The battery and charger technical specifications is structured to obviate
the possibility of an event giving rise to an immediate threat to the
public health and safety. 'The technical specification requires that:

With one of the required battery banks anid/or full capacity
chargers inoperable, restore the inoperable battery bank and/or
full capacity charger to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

The immediate action times for inoperable batteries and chargers is
clearly reserved for immediate threats to the public health arid safety.

on the other hand, use of the 200 ampere acceptance criteria in the
technical specifications goes beyond immediate threats to the public
health and safety. The design criteria recommended in Regulatory Guide
1.32 is an engineering standard to be applied to the design of the system
to ensure sufficient margin arid ruggedness. It is not intended to be used



*as a yardstick to measure the capability of the system to provide
protection against immediate threats to the public health and safety.
The technical specification, with the 150 ampere test criteria, does
obviate the possibility of an event giving rise to an immediate threat to
the public health and safety. The technical specification ensures that
two DC power sources are available to supply the battery boards. First,
the surveillance requirements on the batteries ensure that the battery is
in a fully charged condition. If it is not, a limited time of 2 hours is
allotted to restore the battery to the charged state. Second, a 150
ampere test on the charger ensures that the charger can supply the loads
installed on the battery board. If it cannot, a limited time of 2 hours
is allotted to repair the charger. Third, the limited action time of 2
hours minimizes the probability of the worst case load (accident loads)
occurring during a period when the battery is inoperable.

This concurrent loading, which is effectively prohibited by the technical
specifications, is the engineering standard recommended in the Regulatory
Guide. It would seem that if this charger rating was intended to be used
in the technical specification, a longer action time of 72 hours should
be specified. The obvious parallel can be drawn to the AC power system.
The onsite source (diesel generator) can be inoperable for 72 hours
provided the offsite power sources are operable. Both the onsite and
offsite systems are capable of powering the loads expected to be applied
to the shutdown boards. The 200 ampere test criteria for the charger
establishes that it can supply the battery board accident loads and
recharge a dead battery. Hence, the action time should be consistent
with the threat posed by losing offsite power while an onsite source is
inoperable. For the diesel generators and offsite power, 72 hours is
allotted. It would seem logical that a time period longer than 2 hours
could be expected for the batteries and chargers. Furthermore, testing
the chargers at 200 amperes rather than 150 amperes causes additional
wear because of the higher heat load associated with the larger current
flow. This wear is not warranted if it affords no additional protection
to the public health and safety. As established above, TVA does not
believe that the 200 ampere test criteria does afford additional
protection unless the action time associated with the battery and
charger were increased. TVA believes that the proposed 150 ampere test
criteria is consistent with the design of the system when considered in
the context of the technical specifications.

doc/t02061<



FAULTED BOARD LOCKOUT RELAY

Each 6.9-ky shutdown board is equipped with overcurrent and differential

overcurrent protective relays to trip and lockout all supply breakers if

a loss of voltage is caused by an overload or electrical fault, thus

preventing transfer to a faulted bus.

The scheme is such that a fault (diff. OC) initiates the differential

overcurrent relay (87S1A) which energizes the differential overcurrent

slave relay (86S1A) which in turn initiates tripping and lockout of all

the 6.9-ky shutdown board supply breakers.

TYPICAL WBNP 6900-V SHUTDOWN BOARD

SCHEME

L I J CSST D CSST C
ALT 2 LUKIj -1Ij ALT I

M mm
DSL
GEN.

ml

(86'
s~rA



The design of the protective scheme is such that it would require multiple

failure to incapacitate both offsite power sources.

A single event such as a fault and a stuck breaker will not be transferred

to the other supply because of the design logic which utilizes auxiliary

contacts of the closed breaker in the close circuit of the alternate supply

breakers, thus preventing transfer to the other source.

Failure of the protective relaying 87SlA or 86S1A will prevent tripping of

the closed breaker. Since the 86S1A relay initiates the trip and lockout

of all supply breakers to the affected board, utilizing contacts operated

off the same shaft it is unlikely to assume a trip and no lockout.

Trip and lockout verification testing of the protective relays to the 6.9-ky

shutdown boards was performed on Pre-operational Test - TVA 13A-RT. Any further

testing of the overcurrent or differential overcurrent relay will have to be

performed with both units in Mode 5 or Mode 6 only since performance of this

test renders the diesel generator (supplying the board being tested) inoperable,

that train of shutdown boards inoperable, and possibly result in unnecessary

start of the diesel generator.



Technica.lf Se~cification 4.8.1.1.2 - DIG Fuel Oil -Sam-Pli-ng

Attached are revisions to the D/G fuel oil samplings specifications.
These revisions are required to address the NRC staff concerns relating
to TVA's design of its 7-day tanks which are each actually comprised of 4
separate interconnected tanks. Our design only has provisions for grab
sampling from 1 of the 4 interconnected tanks and particulate sampling in
accordance with AsTM-D2276-78 from only 2 of the 4 interconnected tanks
which comprise the 7-day tank.

As stated in revised item C, we proposed to add a surveillance to check
for water accumulation in each of the 4 interconnected tanks once per 6
months. This is in addition to the 31-day sample which checks only one
tank. TVA believes it unlikely that the interconnected tanks will be
significantly different. Additionally, data from Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
indicates water accumulation in these tanks is uncommon. Over the
previous two years they have detected water only once.

As stated in item e, we propose to add a surveillance to sample -for
particulate contamination every 6 months on each of the 4 interconnected
tanks which comprise the 7-day tank. This is in addition to the 31--day
sample which is taken from a recirculation line between two of the 4
interconnected tanks. TVA believes the particulate levels in the 4
interconnected tanks will remain relatively the same.

TVA is presently designing and procuring equipment to allow us to sample
all 4 interconnected tanks in accordance with ASTM-D2276-78. We expect
this capability to be available for the first 6-month interval: However,
we will not be able to perform the initial performance of this
surveillance. We request the footnote be added to specifications to
allow us to not per-form the initial surveillance. It should be noted
that the surveillance requirement 4.8.1.1.2,h.1, required every 10 years,
which drains the 7-day tanks and cleans them with a sodium hypochlorite
solution was performed within the last two years (ref: SI 8.32).

In conclusion, TVA has agreed to add these additional surveillance
requirements, procure additional equipment, and modify our system to
address the NRC staff concerns. We believe these measures fully address
and resolve this issue.



SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (Continued)A KA
2) Verifying the fuel level in the 7-day fuel storage tank, fo3) Verifying the fuel transfer pump starts and transfers fuel fothe 7-day fuel storage tank to the engine-mounted tank,4) Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition and acceleratesto 900 ± 18 rpm in less than or equal to 10 seconds.* Thegenerator voltage and frequency shall be 6900 + 690 volts and60 + 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds* after the start signal. Thediesel generator shall be started for thi's test by using one ofthe following signals:

a) Manual, or
b) Simulated l055-of-offsite power by itself, or
c) Simulated lo~ssof-offsite powey in conjunction with an ESFactuation test signal, or
d) An ESF actuation test signal by itself.

5) Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to greater thanor equal to 4400 kW in less than or equal to 60 seconds,* andoperates with a load greater than or equal to 4400 kW for atleast 60 minutes, and
6) Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standbypower to the assoc~iated shutdown boards.

b. At least once per 31 daiys and after each operation of the dieselgenerator set where the period of operation was greater than or equalto 1 hour by checking for and removing accumulated water from theengine-mounted fuel tanks;

C~.t; CkeA. watrfo t\%p 7-da4 f uyel 1so'et
d. By sampling new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM-D4057 prior toaddition to storage tanks and:

1) By verifying in accordance with the tests specified inASTM-0975-81 prior to addition to the storage tanks that thesample has:

a) An API Gravity' of within 0.3 degrees at 600F, or a specificgravity of within 0.0016 at 60/60'F, when compared to thesupplier's certificate, or an absolute specific gravity at60/60OF of greater than or equal to 0.83 but less than orequal to 0.89, or an API gravity of greater than or equalto 27 degrees but less than or equal to 39 degrees;
*These diesel generator set starts from ambient conditions shall be performed onlyonce per 184 days in these surveillance tests and all other engine starts forthe purpose (f this surveillance testing shall be preceded by an engine prelubeperiod and/or other warmup procedures recommnended by the manufacturer so thatthe mechanical stress and wear on the diesel engine is minimized.

WNjjS BAR - UNIT 1
3/4 8-3



( SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

b) A kinematic viscosity at 400C of greater than -ar equal to
1.9 centistokes, but less than or equal to 4.1 centistokes,
if gravity was not determined by comparison with the
supplier's certification;

c) A flash point equal to or greater than 125'F; and

d) A clear and bright appearance with proper color when
tested in accordance with ASTM-04176-82.

2) By verifying within 30 days of obtaining the sample that theother properties specified in Table 1 of ASThI-0975-81 are metwhen tested in accordance with ASTM-0975-81 except that theanalysis for sulfur may be performed in accordance with
ASTM-D1552-79 or ASTM-02622-82.

1ýeplcj.c~e e. least oce ever 31 days y obtai ing a sa le of el oil
W ~ac rdance *th ASTM 2276-78, and verifying t t total articul econt ination 's less an 10 m liter en chec d in ac rdancewith A M- 2276 8, Meth A;

f. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by:

~:ii;1) Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance with
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recommendations for this class of standby service;

2) Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of greaterthan or equal to 600 kW while maintaining voltage (steady state)at 6900 t 690 volts and frequency at 60 + 1.2 Hz;

3) Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of 4400 kWwithout tripping. The generator voltage shall not exceed7866 volts during and following the load rejection;

4) Sinulating a loss-of-offsite power by itself, and:

a) Verifying deenergization of the shutdown boards and load
shedding from the shutdown boards, and

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto-start signal,energizes the shutdown boards with permanently connectedloads within 10 seconds, energizes the auto-connected

WATTS BAR -UNIT 1 3/4 8-4



C. 1) At least once per 31 days by checking for accumulated water in
one of the four' interconnected tanks which comprise each of the
7-day fuel oil storage tanks for each diesel generator. If water
is found, the other three interconnected tanks will be checked
and accumulated water removed.

2) At least once per 6 months by checking for and removing
accumulated water from each of the four interconnected tanks
which comprise each of the 7-day fuel oil storage tanks.

e. 1) At least once every 31 days by obtaining a sample of fuel oil
from the 7 day fuel oil tanks in accordance with ASTM-D2216-/8
and verifying that total particulate contamination is less than
10 mg/liter when checked in accordance with ASTM-I)2276-78, Method
A.

2)46At least once every 6 months by obtaining a sample of fuel oil in
accordance with ASTM---D2276--78 from each of the four
interconnected tanks which comprise each of the 7-day fuel oil
storage tanks and verifying that total particulate contamination
is less than 10 mg/liter when checked in accordance with
ASFM.-D2276-78, Method A.



Turbine Missile Protection

The attached revision to the FSAR includes provisions for the
administrative control over changes to the turbine valve and overspeed
test intervals.

0200K



WBNP

10.2.3.3 High Temperature Properties

The stress-rupture properties of the high-pressure rotor material
are considered to be proprietary information of the turbine
manufacturer, Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

102-. Turbine Disc Desic ]

Information on the tangential and radial stresses in the low-
pressure discs and high-pressure rotors is considered proprietary
information of the turbine manufacturer, Westingho use Electric
Corporation. However, the actual maximum tangential stresses are
less than those assumed in Section 10.2.3.2, above.

10.2.3.5 Preservice Inspection

10.2.3.5.1 Low Pressure Turbine Rotor

Th~e low pressure turbine rotor and discs are heat treated nickel-
chromium-molydenum-vanadium alloy steel procured to
specifications that define the manufacturing method, heat
treating process, and the test and inspection methods. Specific
tests and test documentation, in addition to dimensional
requirements, are specified for the forging manufacturer.

The low pressure turbine rotor has the following inspections and
tests con~ducted at the forging manufacturer's plant:

1. A ladle analysis of each heat of steel fo-r..chem~ical
composition is to be within the limits define~d by the
specification..

2. Following preliminary machining and heat treatment for
mechanical properties but prior to stress re Ilief, all rotor
diameters and faces are subjected to ultrasonic tests
defined in detail by a Westinghouse specification which is
similar to the requirements of ASTM A-'418.

3. After all heat treatment has been completed, the rotor
forging is subjected to a thermal stability test defined by
a Westinghouse specification which is more restrictive than
the requirements of ASTM A-4~72.

4. The end faces of the main body and the fillet areas Joining
the body to the shaft ends of the machined forging are
subjected to a magnetic particle surface inspection as
defined by ASTM A-275.

5. After the bore of the rotor is finish machined, the bore is
given a Visual examination followed by a wet magnetic
particle inspection-defined in detail by a Westinghouse
specification which exceeds the requirements of ASTM A-275.

10.2-7
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WBNP

6. Utilizing specimens removed from the rotor forging at
V specified locations, tensile, Charpy V Notch impact and FATT

properties are determined following the test methods defined
by ASTM A-370.

In addition, after the rotor body is finished machined, the rotor
surface is given a fluorescent magnetic particle examination as
defined by a Westinghouse specification which is similar to ASTM
E-138.

The low pressure turbine rotor discs have the following in-
spections and tests conducted at the forging manufacturer's
plant:
1. The ladle analysis of each heat of steel is to be within the

composition limits defined by the specification.

2. Aft er all heat treatment, rough machining and stress relief
operations, the hub and rim areas of the completed disc
forging are subjected to ultrasonic examinations. These
ultrasonic tests are defined by a Westinghouse specification
which exceeds the requirements of ASTM A-418.

3. The tensile, Charpy V Notch impact-and FATT properties are
determined from specimens removed from the discs at specific
locations. The test methods used for determining these
mechanical properties are defined by ASTM A-370.,

In addition, after the discs are finish machined, t he disc sur-
faces, except blade grooves, are given a fluorescenit na-gnetic
particle examination as defined by a Westinghouse specification
which is similar to ASTM E-138.

After the preheated discs are assembled to the; rotort-ody' to
obtain the specified interference fit, holes are dr~illed and-
reamed for axial locking pins at the rotor and disc interface.
These holes are given a fluorescent penetrant inspection defined
by a Westinghouse specification which is similar to ASTM E-165.
Prior to shipping, each fully bladed rotor is balanced and tested
to 120% of rated speed in a shop heater box.

10.2-8
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10.2.3.5.2 High Pressure Turbine Rotor

*The high pressure turbine rotor for low temperature light water
reactor applications has the same basic material composit~ion as
the low pressure rotors. This nickel-chromium-molybdenumvanadium
alloy steel forging is procured, processed, and subjected to test
and inspection requirements the same as the low pressure rotor,
which include:

1. Ladle analysis -

2. Ultrasonic tests

3. Magnetic particle inspection

4. Thermal stability test

5. Bore inspection

6; Tensile and impact mechanical pro~,erties_

7. Fluorescent magnetic particle inspection,

8. Heater box and 120% speed test

10.2.3.5.3 Preoperational and Initial Startup Testing

AmThe complete turbine generator control system including the
W turbine overspeed protection system is given a thorough prestart

check and initial startup test verficiation during the
preoperational and hot functional tests and initial heatup of the
plant. These tests are documented in section 14.0 of this ESAR.

10.2.3.6 Inservice Inspection

10.2.3.6.1 Turbine Rotors

To help guard against possible failure of low pressure nuclear
steam turbine discs, Westinghouse Electric Corporation has
developed an ultrasonic in-service inspection method for these
discs. The program includes methods and hardware for
field inspection of LP turbine discs for incipient cracking
located at their bore surface and particularly at their keyways.

The inspection intervals recommended by Westinghouse and based on
NRC criterion vary with the construction and makeup of each rotor
(and discs). The recommended Westinghouse inspection intervals
for the initial WBN rotors vary between 3.34 years and 4.65 years

10.2-9
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in the various LP rotors and are based on actual operating time.
If the initial rotors are replaced or refurbished, the rotor disc
inspection intervals will be either approximately every five
years based on actual operating time or the Westinghouse
inspection interval based on the NRC criterion, whichever
provides the lesser inspection interval. In addition, if there
is evidence of significant corrosion found during any of the low
pressure turbine rotor inspections, Westinghouse will be
consulted and the inspection intervals adjusted accordingly. if
measurable cracks are -detected, the inspection intervals will be
adjusted after considering Westinghouse recommendations. The
disc inspections will be performed by personnel that are expert
and highly skilled in their field.

10.2.-3.6.2, Turbine Overspeed-Protection

In order to assure that the Turbine Overspeed Protection System
(TOPS) 'continues to carry out its design function in a highly
reliable manner, a rigorous program of inspecting, testing,
maintaining, and calibrating the various parts of the TOPS will
be developed. The development of this program will consider the
recommendations of Westinghouse. Various aspects of the TOPS
inspection program such as scope and frequency of test,
inspections, and other pertinent items are described in the
following paragraphs.

The TOPS include the following major component groups:

O a. Turbine valves which control or prevent steam admission into
either the high pressure or low pressure turbines.

'b. The control valve emergency trip, stop valve emergency trip,
and autostop oil trip systems which include the mechanical
overspeed trip, electrical overspeed trip, and the overspeed
protection controllers. (See section 10.2.2 for additional
details).

The throttle valves, governor valves, reheat stop valves and
reheat intercept valves will be tested and visually checked after
each turbine startup and at- intervals of approximately one month
to verify complete freedom of valve stem travel. The interval of
valve testing may be changed based on plant conditions or overall
TVA power system conditions. For example, if equipment necessary
to shut the unit down is inoperable, the valve testing would be
postponed to avoid the potential for tripping the unit. Also, if
the demand for power on the TVA System is large enough that the
lo3Ss of a unit would create a shortage of power to the system, -

the testing would wait until more favorble conditions exist.,, C~\.pr._
Extraction and MSR drain non-return valves will be tested during
refueling outages. Additionally, one or more of each valve type
will be disassembled and inspected during outages with all
throttle and governor valves being disassembled and inspected
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The interval for testing turbine valves shall not exceed 1.25 times the
required test interval without prior approval of the pl 'ant manager, and
no more than two consecutive tests shall be deferred without the prior
review and approval by the Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC).
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initially at least once every 39 operating months with the
interval being reevaluated later if there are no significant
valve problems or defects. All of the remaining valves (reheat
stop, reheat intercept, and above non-return valves) will be
disassembled and inspected at least once every 60 operating
months (once every three refueling cycles). If during the
inspection of one type of valve a problem or defect is noted, all
similar valves will be disassembled and inspected. These
inspections will consist of detailed dimensional and related
checks to assure that -critical clearances and fits are maintained
within the manufacturer's recommendations.

During each it startup p *or to synchro izing the uni if the
urbine remote and overspeed trips have no been tested d ring

t previous si months of ope ation, the re te solenoid, he
ove speed protect n controller, the mechanica overspeed, a
the bckup electric 1 overspeed t *ps will each e actuated toý
verify roper turbine and valve act'on. if the ut operates
continuo sly for perio longer than ix months and there have
been no si nificant prob ems with the erspeed tri p eight
mechanism, e above remo and overspee tests will b deferred
'\untitluthe uni is shutdown d performed ring the subs quent

tartup. The mote solenoid and overspeed trip tests wi trip
th) ,,turbaine and ose all thr le, governor, reheat interc t,
an eheat stop va yes. The ove peed p~rotecti n controller rip
te st cludes verifi ation of clos re of the tur *ne governor a d
reheat ntretvalv . Additiona y, the oversp ed trip oil
device w *ch provides a interface be een the auto op oil trip
system and the mechanica overspeed tri is tested at
approximate monthly inte vals. This d ice utilizes igh
ressure oil force the ov rspeed trip w *ght outward ainst
ring force un il it strikes he trigger an actuates an

ov speed trip, he above test imulates an tual overspee
tri p by comparing e oil. pressur at which the echanism
opera s with previc s test readin .No steam a Mission or
cont ro valves are act ated which al ows on-linet inofhs
feature. This testing also r~epeate following re ir or
adjustment o the turbine electrohydrau *c control sys em.

Calibration and checks of TOPS overspeed protection circuits
overspeed controller and components (speed sensors, including OPC
and electrical trip sensors, pressure sensors, load sensors,
reference signals, comparators, relays, solenoid valves, etc.) is
performed during each refueling outage (approximately once every
18 months) or following major modifications or adjustments to
this system. These calibrations and checks can only be performed
safely with the unit off-line.
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The overspeed trip oil device which provides an interface between the
autostop oil trip system and the mechanical overspeed trip is tested at
approximately monthly intervals. This device utilizes high pressure oil
to force the overspeed trip weight outward against spring force until it
strikes the trigger and actuates an overspeed trip. The above test
simulates an actual overspeed trip by comparing the oil pressure at which
the mechanism operates with previous test readings. No steam admission
or control valves are actuated which allows on-line testing of this
feature. This testing is also repeated following repair or adjustment to
the turbine electrohydraulic control system.

Additionally, during each unit startup prior to synchronizing the unit if
the turbine remote and overspeed trips have not been tested during the
previous six months of operation, the remote solenoid, the overspeed
protection controller, the mechanical overspeed, and the backup
electrical overspeed trips will each be actuated to verify proper turbine
and valve action. If the unit operates continuously for periods longer
than six months and there have been no significant problems with the
overspeed trip weight mechanism, the above remote and overspeed tests
will be deferred until the unit is shutdown and performed during the
subsequent startup. The remote solenoid and overspeed trip tests will
trip the turbine and close all throttle, governor, reheat intercept, and
reheat stop valves. The overspeed protection controller trip test
includes verification of closure of the turbine governor and reheat
intercept valves.

The monthly on-line test of the mechanical overspeed trip device and the
six month off-line test of the turbine remote and overspeed trips will
not be deferred for longer than 1.25 times the required test interval
without the performance of an engineering evaluation and the review and
approval of the Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC).
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10.'2.3.6.3 Other Turbine Protection Features

There are other turbine protection features which serve to trip
the turbine during abnormal operation (see section 10.2.4 for a
list of mechanical and electrical turbine trips). Inspections,
tests, maintenance, and calibrations of these components will be
based on Westinghouse recommendations.

10.2.4 Evaluation

The following operational transients which are caused by oper-
ation of turbine, generator, or distribution system protection
equipment, can occur:

10.2-10
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1. Turbine trip due to turbine abnormalities.

2. Turbine trip due to generator abnormalities.

3. Transients due to rapid load changes or system abnormalities.

All turbogenerator protective trips that will automatically trip
the turbine due to turbine (mechanical) and generator
(electrical) abnormalities are tabulated below. Reactor trip and
safety injection signals also will automatically trip the
turbine. All turbine trips except for the first three trips
tabulated in the turbine (mechanical) abnormalities list below
are also shown in Figure 10.2-1.

I. Automatic Turbine Trips Due To Turbine (Mechanical)
Abnormalities

1. Low Bearing Oil Pressure Trip
2. Low Vacuum Trip
3. High Thrust Bearing Trip
4. High Turbogenerator Viberation Trip
5. Low Differential Water Pressure Across Generator

Stator Coils Trip (Alarm onLy below 15 percent
power)

6. High Stator Coil Outlet Water Temperature Trip (Alarm
only below 15 percent-power)

A~k7. Low EHC Fluid Tank Level
8. Low Lube Oil Tank Pressure
9. Low EHC Fluid Pressure Trip

10. Low Auto Stop Oil Pressure Trip
11. 111 Percent Rated Speed Electrical Overspeed Trip
12. 111 Percent Rated SpeedMechanical Overspeed Trip
13. EHC DC Power Failure Trip

14. Loss of-Both Main Feedwater Turbines Trip
15. Steam Generator High-High Level Trip

I.Automatic Turbine Trips Due To Generator (Electrical)
Abnormalities

1. Generator Differential Current Trip
2. Generator Neutral Overvoltage Trip
3. Generator Time Overcurrent (Voltage Supervised) Trip
14. Generator Negative Sequence Trip
5. Generator Backup and Main Transformer Feeder

Differential Trip
6. Generator Reverse Power Trip
7. Unit Station Service Transformer A Overcurrent Trip
8. Unit Station Service Transformer B Overcurrent Trip
9. Main Transformer Sudden Pressure Trip

10. Main and Unit Station Service Transformers Differential
Trip

11. 500 kV Bus 2, Section 3 Breaker Failure Trip
12. 500 kV Bus 2, Section 3 Differential Set 1 Trip
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3.3-4 At least one Tunbine Overspeed Protection Systcer Shall be OPERABLE.

M~ODES 1, r. and 3?
ACTIOn:

a. With ont Stop valve or one Control valve per high pressur, turbinesteam line. inoperable and/o it n reheat stop valve' or oner e h a t n t e c e p v a v e e r o w r e s u r e t u r i n e s t e a rn l i n e i n o p e r a b l e,
reitore tthe ifloperable valve(,s) To OPERABLE status within 72 hours,or Close at least one valve in the affected steam~ line(s) or isolatethe turbine from the ste2M Supply Within the next 6 hours.b. With the above required Turbine Overspeed. Protection System- otherwiseinoperable, wit~hin 6 hours isolate the turbine from the steam supply.C. Trhfe RrVEýCn CF Se ,~c~~ ,~H Ctre r&4SURVEILLAtICE REOUIRrEMNTS

4.3.4.1 The provisions of SPeCifiCation-4.04-are 
flotuapplicable.

through least one Corn late cycle from the running pos tion:
(1) Four h h pressure tur ine stop valves(-2) Four hi. pressure turb~ e control valv(3) Four low essure turbine reheat stop va) es, and4) Four low p ssure turbiris heat intercept alves.

b. At east once per 3 days by direc observation of he movement ofeach f the above va 'es through one OrnPlete cycle rom the running

C. At least nce P'er 18 Mont 5 by perf or-man of a CH{AH]EL LIBRATI014"on the 1'ur in Over-speed P tection Systec,; and
d. At least once er 40 mlonths b disasserm~ling t least. one of ach ofthe above valve\, and perf .r~j a visual and s face inspectio oflye seats, dis ,and stems an ver'ifying no u acceptable flaw orex essive corrosi 

.It unaccept le f laws or ex ssiye corrosioare ound. a)] othe valve5 of that typej shall be i 5pected.
~~.1*

-- ~ LJR.I ~3/4 3-91

t7 ~ . ec , \ f O CTY~
Mn"f\ ie,,Y,1W0 :CCloX.

26 198.4

fotlte..
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C. ý#condarv WMt~rCernit

P A rogram for mlonlitoring of Secondary water chemistry to inhibit-stean1 generator tube degradation. This program $hall inclCude:'
1) Identification of a 5ampling schedule fOr the critical variablesand control points for these vairiables,
2) Identification of the proCedures used to Measure the values ofthe critical variables,

3)

4)

Idenltification of process samp ling "points,
Prcc~dures for the reccroing and managemnent of data,

5) Procedures defining Cirrective actions tor off-Ccntrol PointChemnistry Condiltjons,
6) Procedures icentifying: (1) the aujthority responsibleo theint~erpretation of the c~ta: ana (2) tne sequeOnce ana timin o-.. n:". e''ent~ r~1,'eu Z. niPa carrect.-ive ACTIca,

7) Mo r.itoring of the condjensate at. the discharge of the condensatePun!zý #,or evidence of concenser in- leak~ge. When-condenserin-leakage is confirmed, the ledk shall be repaired, plugged,

.\.Pcst-'accic1Qnt doi q

P:- 1- AP)oraim *which Will ensure the Capab i Iity to obta in and analyzereActor cooiant radioactive. Codines and particulate in plantgaseous effluents and containment atmosphere samalesudeaccident conditions. The programn shall include the followin~g:
L rainingl of' personnel,

2) Procetures fcr sa.2.p ii.19 .Jn4 2na lysi S, and
3) Provisions fcr Maintenance of s~mpling and analysis equipment.

4, 1 rýTMPT-CF
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e. Turbine InePt rogram vitn Turbine Oeslk Protection (TIPTOP)

1. The TVA TIPTOP program includes a comprehensive program ofmaintenance, calibration, inspection, and testing of the
turbine overspeed protection system (TOPS).

2. The overall objective of this program is to maintain the highreliability of the turbine overapeed protection system.

3. The maintenance program includes inspection and maintenance
of the throttle, governor, reheat stop, intercept valves, andextraction steam and MSR drain nonreturn valves during outages.

4. The calibration program includes calibration of the turbine
overspeed protection system.

5. The testing program includes testing of the high-pressure
turbine governor and throttle valves and the turbine overspeedprotectioynsystem.

6. The TIPTOP program will be based on the vendors reco~nendation
and any changes to the program will be made with the concurrence
of the vendor.
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